
INTRODUCTION

Silicon carbide (SiC) is a binary compound of IV-IV

family. In structure of this material, each atom is surrounded

by four different atoms, which are combined through targeted

strong tetrahedral sp3 key. As a result of its outstanding

chemical and thermal stability, superior thermal conductivity

and high breakdown field, SiC has been considered as a pro-

mising semiconductor material for high power, high-frequency

and high temperature electronics and optoelectronic devices,

where the existing Si or GaAs technology cannot provide any

satisfactory performance1. This intensive research effort

resulted in the commercialization of the first SiC-based devices

in year 2001 namely, high power Schottky diodes2. Properties

such as the large breakdown electric field strength, large

saturated electron drift velocity, small dielectric constant,

reasonably high electron mobility and high thermal conductivity

make SiC an attractive candidate for fabricating power devices

with reduced power losses and die size3.

Silicon carbide has many stable polytypes, including cubic

zinc-blende, hexagonal and rhombohedral polytypes. In the

cubic zinc-blende structure, labeled as 3C-SiC or β-SiC, Si

and C occupy ordered sites in a diamond framework. In

hexagonal polytypes nH-SiC and rhombohedral polytypes n

R-SiC, generally referred to as αη-SiC, n Si-C bilayers consis-

ting of C and Si layers stack in the primitive unit cell. The

lattice structures of the 3C-SiC and 6H-SiC phases, which are

most important for this paper, are presented in Fig. 14.
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In this paper, simulative study on the effects of lattice temperature on a GaInP/6H-SiC strained quantum-well (QW) laser's device is

presented. Loss mechanisms are severe in the edge-emitting lasers. As a consequence, the wall-plug efficiency is sensitive to changes in

temperature. The lasers used in this work were separate-confinement quantum-well lasers with a single strained GaInP, located in a lattice-

matched waveguide core and cladding region of 6H-SiC. This paper provides the key results of the wall-plug efficiency upon the lattice

temperature.
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Fig. 1. (a) Unit cell of cubic 3C-SiC. (b) Four unit cells of hexagonal

6H-SiC

The use of strained quantum wells to improve the perfor-

mance of semiconductor lasers was suggested by Adams5 and

Yablonovich and Kane6 and strained wells are now usually

used in such different material systems as InGaAs-GaAs,

GaInP-AlGaInP and InGaN-GaN.

In this paper, we attempt to evaluate the effect of lattice

temperature on the wall-plug efficiency of a GaInP/6H-SiC

strained quantum-well(lasers using numerically-based simu-

lation software7. In the following, we first briefly describe

the numerical model and the details of the laser structure. Next

we present the obtained numerical results. Finally, the

conclusions provide common guidelines for designing

performance of laser.



THEORY AND MODEL

In modeling edge emitting laser, we must consider

the electrical, optical and thermal interaction during laser

performance. Thus base of simulation is to solve Poisson and

continuity equations for electrons and holes7. Poisson's

equation is defined by eqn. 1:

ρ=Ψ∇ε∇ )·( (1)

where Ψ is electrostatic potential, ρ is local charge density

and ε is local permittivity. The continuity equations of electron

and hole are given by8 eqn. 2 and 3:
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where n and p are the electron and hole concentration, Jn and

Jp are the electron and hole current densities, Gn and Gp are the

generation rates for electrons and holes, Rn and Rp are the

recombination rates and q is the magnitude of electron charge.

The fundamental semiconductor equations 1-3 are solved

self-consistently together with Helmholtz and the photon rate

equations. The applied technique for solution of Helmholtz

equation is based on improved effective index model9 which

shows accuracy for great portion of preliminary problems. This

model is very good adapted to simulation of laser structures

and it is often called effective frequency method10.

Two-dimensional Helmholtz equation is solved to deter-

mine the transverse optical field profile and it is given by7:
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where ω is the frequency, ε(r, z, ϕ, ω) is the complex dielectric

permittivity, E(r, z, ϕ) is the optical electric field and c is the

speed of light in vacuum. The light power equation relates

electrical and optical models. The photon rate equation is given

by7 eqn. 5:
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where Sm is the photon number, Gm is the modal gain, Rspm
 is

the modal spontaneous emission rate, L represents the losses

in the laser, Neff is the group effective refractive index, τphm
 is

the modal photon lifetime and c is the speed of light in vacuum.

The heat flow equation has the form7:
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where C is the heat capacitance per unit volume, κ is the

thermal conductivity, H is the generation, TL is the local lattice

temperature and H is the heat generation term.

Eqns. 1-6 provide an approach that can account for the

mutual dependence of electrical, thermal, optical and elements

of heat sources. In this paper, we employ numerical-based

simulation software to assist in the device design and optimi-

zation7.

Fig. 2 shows the schematic design of 0.83 µm strained

quantum-well laser diode device. The lasers used in this work

Fig. 2. Schematic structure of the laser device

were separate-confinement quantum-well lasers with a single

strained GaInP quantum well, 10 nm wide, located in a lattice-

matched waveguide core and cladding region of 6H-SiC with

wide of layers 95 nm and 1500 nm respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Heat loss from the modeled photon crystal vertical-

cavity surface-emitting diode lasers (PhC VCSEL) device was

specified using thermal contacts at the top electrode, bottom

electrode and the device sidewall. The thermal contacts define

thermal conductivities to simulate heat loss from radiation via

exposed surfaces or conduction through the semiconducting

material to a heatsink.

The wall-plug efficiency is highest importance for many

applications. The wall-plug efficiency equation is given by11

eqn. 7:
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where Pout is the output optical power, I is the injection current

and V is bias voltage.

The lattice temperature was varied between 280 K until

350 K and its effect on the wall-plug efficiency curve is shown

in Fig. 3. As can be seen from Fig.3, increasing of the lattice

temperature causes the reduction of the wall-plug efficiency.

This decrement should be mainly due to the combined effects

of Auger processes, valence band absorptions and free carrier

absorptions. At high temperature, electrons leak out of the

quantum well into the waveguide core due to the small conduc-

tion band offset. Unbalanced charge distribution between the

quantum well and the waveguide core causes an electric field

that traps holes in the waveguide core and increases the internal

absorption loss and recombination. Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows

a decrement in the wall-plug efficiency (4.1154 % at 7 V to

1.3846 % at 10 V at 280 K) with increment in operating voltage.

Conclusion

This article described the lattice temperature have a

profound impact on a GaInP/6H-SiC strained quantum-well

(QW) lasers the wall-plug efficiency. The results indicate that

increasing of the lattice temperature causes the reduction of

the wall-plug efficiency.
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Fig. 3. Wall-plug efficiency versus lattice temperature as a function of bias

voltage
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